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Overview

o Update on numbers in the United States
o Persistent infection and new variants

o Monoclonal antibodies and effect of new variants
o Where could these variants have come from?

Definitions
o The virus: SARS-CoV-2

o The disease: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
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US COVID-19: 27,695,000

“Data from The New York Times, based on reports from state and local health 
agencies.”

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html




How Worried Should We Be About Mutations?
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SARS-CoV-2 viral evolution in perspective



New variants have emerged previously



How much is SARS-CoV-2 changing over time?
Data from England

Lauring, JAMA 2021

UK variant
Dec 28:  28% of cases



How rapidly did SARS-CoV-2 spread in England?



Trajectory of B.1.1.7 variant spread across the UK

Public Health England



B.1.1.7 is spreading world-wide



How much more transmissible is B.1.1.7 (UK variant)?

Public Health England



How extensive was the surge in South Africa?



How quickly did B.1.351 (501Y.v2) spread in 
South Africa?

Lauring, JAMA 2021



How do the new variants affect transmission?
Increase in viral load in the respiratory tract

CAPRISA; Kidd, medRxiv 2021

B.1.1.7 (UK) 501Y.v2 (South Africa)

Lower CT (cycle threshold) = higher viral load



B.1.1.7 associated with increased mortality

Davies, medRxiv 2021



Variants of concern in the United States

New York Times
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How did these mutations arise?
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Uneven rate of SARS-CoV-2 sequencing globally
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Key questions:
• Is this persistent COVID 

or reinfection?
• Are there signs of 

directed viral evolution 
and viral escape?

• Is this virus infectious?

Where could these variants have come from: 
an unexpected case from Boston
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Phylogenetic evidence of viral persistence and 
evolution
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Choi, NEJM 2020



Reinfection vs persistent infection
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Choi, NEJM 2020

Day 75 Day 143

Persisting virus is infectious
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Choi, NEJM 2020

Disseminated SARS-CoV-2 across tissue types
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Choi, NEJM 2020

Directed viral evolution, especially in the spike and 
receptor binding domains
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Could the evolutionary “jumps” have originated 
from an individual with persistent infection?

Majority of individuals 
with persistent COVID-
19 have a B-cell 
immunodeficiency



Do mutations affect efficacy of Bnabs to SARS-CoV-2?



Background on monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)

• Engineered humanized mAb has been efficacious for viral infections
• First mAb was palivizumab, developed in 1988 to treat RSV
• For COVID, mAbs have been developed to bind the spike protein to 

prevent ACE-2 binding
• Two mAb therapies with FDA EUA

• Lilly LY-CoV555+LY-CoV016 
(Bamlanivimab, Etesevimab)
• Regeneron 10933+10987

(Casirivimab, Imdevimab)



Gottlieb JAMA 2021

One mAb is good, but two is better



REGN mAb Data



Unofficial REGN Data



Unofficial REGN Data





• Good news:
• Lilly's neutralizing antibody bamlanivimab (LY-CoV555) prevented 

symptomatic COVID-19 at nursing homes in the BLAZE-2 trial, reducing risk 
by up to 80 percent for residents

• Bad news:
• Lilly's neutralizing antibody bamlanivimab (LY-CoV555) does not protect 

against the Brazilian (P.1) or South African (501.V2) strains
• Convalescent sera from South African patients either do not neutralize the 

South African strain or do so only partially 

Do mutations affect efficacy of Bnabs to SARS-CoV-2?



But not all mAb combination are created 
equal

Wang bioRxiv 2021



Anatomy of the Spike Protein: B.1.351 (501Y.V2)

Ragon Institute



K417 and E484 are key sites of Ab binding

https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.01.18.427166doi: bioRxiv preprint, posted January 19, 2021. ; 

Antibodies

Spike protein

Ragon Institute



Regeneron mAbs have fewer overlapping 
escape sites

Wang bioRxiv 2021
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REGN mAb

Starr, Science 2021

Rapid emergence of resistance to Regeneron mAbs
in the immunocompromised patient



Will the new variants compromise vaccine efficacy?

Wu, bioRxiv 2021

B.1.1.7 (UK) 501Y.v2 (South Africa)



Concerns about other vaccines and new 
variants



Key Points

• Sudden emergence of novel SARS-CoV-2 variants with a large set of 
mutations suggests a “hidden” source of viral evolution in the 
community
• Potential viral sequencing blind spots and a need to ramp up efforts
• Immunosuppressed individuals (especially B-cell suppression) may cause 

persistent COVID and accelerated viral evolution with mAb resistance

• Novel variants have greater transmissibility, potentially from higher 
viral shedding and some evidence of more severe disease
• Novel variants (especially B.1.351 and P.1) are a threat to current 

monoclonal antibody treatments and vaccines





Update on IAS-Durban: Focus on ART

Thank You for Your Attendance!

Please visit us at:
www.prn.org


